DIFFUSING GRAINS - 11’
for five percussion players

I have often used techniques and sound worlds from the electroacoustic music in purely acoustical pieces. This piece is one
example of that. The title reflects this in its both words: the word
«diffusion» is used when speaking of space and interpretation in
electronic music, and «grains» are small, small samples that are
used to create new sounds in granular synthesis. In this piece
both those aspects are used, but through the means of the
instruments of PCL and the preparations used. I have used
preparations of the instruments to achieve a soundscape that has
more to do with electronics than with the ordinary acoustical
instruments actually played. These particular preparations both
create grains as they bounce off the instruments and also diffuse
the sound in both meanings of the word - both making it more
unclear and making it travel around in space.
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performed throughout the world.
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Philharmonic Orchestra highlighted the music of Jesper Nordin during a four day portrait festival. He was composer-inresidence for Swedish Radio’s serious music station (P2) between 2004 and 2006.
He is also included in the repertoires of several of the world’s foremost contemporary music ensembles, amongst them
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